
Ontology
gesture
writing vs speech
procedure
setting conditions
Talk agenda/practicalities
'nice'ness
people/history
Explaining implications/assumptions/common usage

We're gonna be talking about different things but the techniques are the same 0.35

“I'm gonna introduce a lot of this machinery and a lot of these techniques”
Cycling hand gesture
0.53

me and dave futer “about ten years ago...” there seems to be some discussion / laughter about this 
1.00

“What I'm gonna do today...” 1.31
Switch between 

you can't see it over here

“DECOMPOSITIONS of knot and link complements into polyhedra” 2.00
describes process of chopping into simple pieces – balls.



    “we’re gonna start with this extremely complicated manifold which is a knot or a link 
complement but we’re gonna chop it into extremely simple pieces, and these are just – balls. With 
extra information. So polyhedra.” 2.11

“Second part is we're gonna put a little more structure on the polyhedra 2.33 surfaces that sit inside 
combinatorial area

examples and applications throughout 3.05

largely writing annotations of what she says

I'll start with this board

“throughout k in s 3 is going to be a knot or a link” setting conditions/what does what mean

“and I am interested in the properties of the manifold s3 minus k. sometimes I will refer to it as m” 
3.40 I AM INTERESTED IN

“and we are going to cut this into polyhedra” starts to write 'polyhedron' “so a polyhedron let me 
just say what do I mean by this I mean a ball” 3.55

    “So what do I mean by this? I mean a ball… with extra information on its boundary” 4.01

“each vertex has valence greater than or equal to three” writes notation

writes 'each end has edpts on different vertices'

“OK so I guess what I'm trying to say here is that sometimes a polyhedron is just a graph on the 
boundary of a 3-ball but we're gonna restrict to polyhedra that have these two properties...”4.55 no 
loops “so those are the only two requirements”



so here's a first decomposition of this manifold

Due to Menasco, Thurston

“so what Menasco does is you view your knot your link as sitting on...” 5.36

“Here's a knot sitting on a projection plane” 5.40 draws diagram

(5.50 steps away?)

“k sitting on some s2”

“you've got your – your projection plane is this parallelogram thing I've TRIED TO DRAW” 6.07

(6.12 thicken it up)

“The knot's gonna sit in this region”

“Menasco decomposition says you think of...”

    “This plane separates s3 into two balls – so there’s a ball above and a ball below – and those are 
your polyhedra.” 6.34

away from board, speaking 

    “So… you need a little bit more information on how to glue this together” 6.45

then writes ball above and ball below



 (You can think of expanding a balloon above and a balloon below… 7.10)
“And when they meet they're gonna meet in faces”
“the faces are going to correspond to regions of the diagram”
 “And then how do you get an edge, you'll get an edge when two of the faces bump into each other, 
and they're going to bump into each other at crossings...”
(“On this polyhedron that’s coming from above…” referring to the diagram 7.49)

(they’re gonna be merging into this pink line 7.54)

    “They’re gonna correspond to overstrands” 8.22
    I like this one just because I’m noticing the way that everything’s focused on the diagram.

Notes telling you what each thing is

 “so this gives you a way of, breaking a nkot into uhh polyhedra”

    “and if you think about this for a long time then you can see that there are a lot of, uh… nice 
properties of this particularly in the case that your knot diagram happened to be alternating. This is 
a nice polyhedron” 8.58

away from board
 
“I wanna spend a little bit more time.….…….…. talking about a different type of polyhedra that's a 
little bit more visual” ADVANTAGE OF VISUAL

    “this is a first composition of a knot into polyhedra” 9.11

“one example that we'll play with, we'll have one more to work with as well.”



questions? “It's hard to know what everybody knows and doesn't know”

(If this is your first time seeing that then I’m probably going too fast… I dont know who you are. 
Ok so (points) 9.45)

She gestures a lot less when she’s drawing a lot.

“The next decomposition that I want to talk to you is a decomposition of a very special kind of link 
into ideal polyhedra” 10.07
this decomposition I learned about from ian agol and dylan thurston writes names

“this is for a type of link… for fully augmented links. So what is a fully augmented link” consists 
of…. Components

“lie entirely within the projection plane” is written “embedded
“we've got our projection plane as before” draws a parallelogram similar to before

“Ogther type are what I call crossing circles” 11.20
11.38 again draws parallelogram “so here's the projection plane”
“maybe let me write let me draw a picture like this”

steps away “so tis would be an example of a fully augmented link”

“You can actually extend this a little bit… you can allow...”(points) 12.06

12.41 steps away “we’re gonna decompose these into ideal polyhedra in the following way…”
“Ok so the first thin you're gonna do is view each of these crossing circles as bounding a disk”



(“these’re gonna give me shaded faces when I’m all done.” 13.22)
writes 'shaded'
“for every one of these little crossing circles I'm gonna shade this in and then I'm gonna cut along 
it” WHAT DOES THE SHADING DO
  13.32

“You can think of this as a full slice of pitta bread and I've sliced it down the middle so it's open 
inside so you can kinda push it apart from itself. When you do this after you've cut along it 
NOTICE THAT you can ...”  undo single crossings” twisting 13.55

“so if I think of this… side view”

“I can rotate one half of it along this boundary here… and what I get is gonna be homeomorphic.” 
14.18) I'm gonna undo single crossings at this step so now what I can do is think of everythig as 
really being flat in the projective plane

question “you could but that's just gonna make things more complicated. The easiest thing to do to 
visualise ...”

mis-speaks(the link complement… you can twist a lot, you can put as many crossings in as you 
want 15.13) lots of gestures acting upon the diagram passes back over previous writing until 15.30)

2. “you're gonna slice along the projection plane so you now have two polyhedra and one of them 
looks like...” “and then you have these little bits of shaded surface that are coming up here like that”

“here you're gonna have something similar only it's gonna be underneath” 16.18

“Ok? Is that picture ok?”
questions about half-twists
“It changes the gluing when you put these things back together but um but at this stage when you 
slicve here you can do whatever twisting you want, half twists or full twists. Ok?” 16.35 twisting 
motions

“OK step three. Let's flatten things that look like this. So your crossing circles become (long pause, 
drawing – shading again) something like this and I guess – well, I wrote this as a separate step in 
my notes but just collapse the remnants of the link to ideal vertices.”

Explains how to do this “these guys become single ideal vertices, and what you're gonna see your 
link complement your polyhedra you're gonna have two polyhedra with lots of shaded triangles. 
You're gonna end up with a 4-valent graph um checkerboard coloured with these shaded faces 
coming from your crossing circles and with uh these whi I would call them white faces coming 
from the projection plane. OK? Works better on a whiteboard to call them white faces, but.” 18.25



“So let's do an example really quick.” (draws) “OK. So here is a fully augmented link. And so my 
stages are first I'm gonna shade this … cut… unwind… let's do this in two steps at once” 19.12

“I'm gonna cut… I'm gonna cut along proj plane.. wat I'm gonna see is gonna look like this” 20.01

“There are gonna be three vertices in the middle coming from these crossing circles….. this face 
becomes something that looks like this, and this face becomes something that looks like this… this 
triangle has… there's an edge that comes from here to here, this stripe just goes around an ideal 
vertex, so that doesn't go very far… so this is one of the two polyhedra that make up this link, the 
other one is identical to that.” 21.23 diagramming as she speaks



any questions?

Question. Same picture with half twists or not. Begins standing away from board then returns to 
diagram “If there was no half twist then I would glue these two together like that. If there was a half
twist then I'd flip one of these over and glue to the guy in the back.” demonstrates with flappy 
crocodile hands 22.00

(inaudible question) “ok well I am guessing that it's about to the eight”

“OK so part 2. so let's put a little bit more structure” (writes angle structures and combinatorial 
area)

question “they're very very nice they have very nice hyperbolic geometry on them but for purposes 
of this talk you don't need to know all the hyperbolic structure on them…………...” 23-32

“in order to put an angle structure on these things I guess the first thing we're gonna do I need to be 
able to talk about truncated vertices. So all of my vertices… all of the vertices are ideal. So let's 
truncate ideal vertices. So we have an ideal vertex going off to infinity, all my ideal vertices are 4-
valent. I'm just gonna just- just decide, we're gonna chop it off somewhere and turn this into a 
face...” 24.01 (drawing whole thing – goes over it a couple times. Adds features as she 
describes/names them)

“we add these extra edges which I will call boundary edges and so this gives me instead of an ideal 
polyhedron I now have a finite polyhedron.” the hell?



“OK. So we'll do this menasco decomposition. Now we're gonna talk about a normal disk sitting 
inside of the polyhedron” 25.13

“so a normal disk D inside the polyherdon this is defined to be a disk whose boundary in a normal 
curve. Which is kind of a useless definition, so let me define a normal curve.”

26.01 defining normal curve, defines p as polyhedron. “we're gonna make sure that it's transverse to
edges” (here she's copying from a piece of paper as she writes out the definitions)

“you wanna think of these items as things you can do to your disk if it's not in a good position to 
begin with. So if it isn't transverse to the edges just bump it a little bit and now it will be.” 26.28



“if your disk…………… you would naturally want to simplify that by doing what? Push it through”
27.01 if… then you wanna slide that past etc 28.08

introduces gamma. CONDITIONS.

“OK so now we're ready to talk about the definition of an angled polyhedral decomposition.” (away



from the board, preparing next board)

(at board, assinged an angle etc etc speaks what is being written 30.30) “so this is really just for 
notational purposes”

“If you sum up all the angles around an edge then you get 2 pi” (written expression) same again 
30.41 “you always get something that is at least 2 pi”

“You get with equality if a\nd only if gamma encircles an ideal vertex.”

“OK. So this is the definition of angle structure. Let me give you an example.”

Revisits diagrams. “The link complement that I just erased has a decomposition into two polyhedra 
that look like this.”

truncates on the diagram 32.55 so there's my truncated polyhedron

“So I'm going to assign all edges … so now we need to check that this is really an angled structure”

“this yellow edge here, (writes over diagram) every time it appears in a polyhedron when it's glued 
to other edges of the polyhedron the sum of all those must be two pi” traces outline “Well, ok, 
maybe the right picture to draw is this one”

“All of my edges lie… and where are they? They're here here and here” 34.10 (draws on diagram)

4-valent – yellow up and down white back and front

“(reads previous description of two) so this is basically saying something about the number of edges
that your normal curves will meet in this case. So you can check that in fact ...”



“So I guess this is using, too, some assumptions about the knot that you started with” 36.24 
“something that's called twist reduced”

37.00 what you normally do… in almost all cases you'll end up with something hyperbolic



“OK. So let's talk about, um, (rubs off the board) combinatorial area now. So we're gonna be 
looking at surfaces that are sitting inside of link complements...” 38.26

“let's take a disk… this can be generalised but I think for the purposes of this talk all we need are 
the more normal ones.” 38.57

“let… e1 through e n be the edges met by the boundary of d” 39.25 “what do I call these, exterior 
angles”

“OK then we're gonna define the combinatorial area of the disk to be the sum of these exterior 
angles...” writes expression “That's what I should call these. Boundary faces.”

“So when you hit an interior edge you pick up an angle if you run into one of these boundary faces 
then you're gonna pick up area pi. So this actually, this intuition this comes from hyperbolic 
geometry. …. this is exactly the formula for hyperbolic area of a polygon.” 41.15

“Let's look at a couple examples. So these are two special types of faces. OK so I have my 
polyhedron doing something.. here's my disk, it's meeting two boundary faces, and so the ares of 
this guy is going to be….” 42.00 “this is called a boundary bigon”

Another example drawn on top “so a vertex link. And this has area zero, and that's by our dfinition 
of an angled structure.”



“OK, so. It looks like I do actually want to extend this definition of the combnatorial area to what 
are called admissible disks” 44.00

“these are similar to normal only you allow them to be immersed” those terms again

“My definition for normal is probably gone at this point”44.36



she's checking notes a lot here

“OK so this is a lot of combinatorial data to keep track of. Let me just say… let me give you a 
reason to think that this might be something useful to study. So we have a Gauss-Bonet formula. 
45.50

“...going to be equal to negative two pi times the Euler characteristic of that surface” ???

“OK but I also want to say something about lengths of slopes… 
Let's suppose you have a disk…

“OK, so. I'm gonna use this to say something about lengths, combinatorial lengths of surfaces 
embedded in knot complements… So these are gonna be… and I wanna say something about the 
slopes 48.00

“Take.. we're gonna let h be the union of admissible disks… We wanna find the combinatorial 
length of this curve. ...” 49.17 “and we're gonna apply this to lengths of slopes”



“Looking at the clock I'd better say something interesting in the next five minutes”

“OK so here's one thing that was proved by Mark Lackenby, he showed that if you have a manifold 
with  an angled decomposition and you have a collection of slopes so m with angled polyhedral 
decompositions and you have a collection of slopes…….. then the manifold obtained by Dehn 
filling is hyperbolic” (writes all this then steps away and) 51.42

“...OK, so using this combinatorial notion, adding up areas and summing, you get this result…… 
OK so we wanna apply this, so maybe lemme just end here.” 52.26

returns to augmented link e.g. “so remember we're gonna assign so it's this board over here so we've
assinged every angle to be pi halves so ...” (returns to old writing) can't see the gesture

“Let's see, where did it go… so um.. this leads to a theorem by Dave Futer and I which says that if” 
(just writes then speaks) “if you have….then your knot complement will be hyperbolic”

“So this is an example of something that you can use” explains going from 6 twists to none and how
to go back

“Basically what we need to do… more complicated… Don't have time… 54.54



“So OK I will stop there. Thankyou.”


